
Skills

Ruby on Rails Next.js

Typescript React

Docker Terraform

AWS Cloud Computing

Node.js Python

Projects

AI cutout stickers
Image recognition and 
segmentation

A fun application that uses 
AI to cutout anything you 
specify from an image, and 
allow you to create little 
stickers!

Tinkerve LLP Site
Created Figma designs for 
their features (and 
products) pages as well 
implementing them.

Designs

Profile

As a Full-stack Developer, I excel in TypeScript, React, 
Node.js, and Ruby on Rails, with a strong focus on backend 
development and DevOps practices on AWS. My technical 
proficiency extends to efficient deployment and management 
of cloud-based solutions, complemented by substantial 
experience in frontend development when required.

I am passionate about continuous learning and I value 
environments that foster team growth through knowledge 
sharing and learning from mistakes. Seeking a team culture 
that prioritizes collaborative innovation and mutual 
professional development.

Professional Experience

Supa
Full-Stack Engineer
06/2022 – present | Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Outline
Worked as part of the tech team for a generative AI labeling 
company, creating internal support platforms and AI 
applications for 12 industry leading AI companies.

Key responsibilities
•As a Scrum Master, I effectively led multidisciplinary 
teams, including developers and designers, using Sprint 
and Scrum methods to streamline processes in groups of 
up to six members.
•Actively maintained the company's technical 
infrastructure, including servers and websites.
•Developed and maintained comprehensive end-to-end 
features, integrating both backend and frontend 
technologies.
•Managed and updated the company's entire technical 
documentation suite.
•Contributed to the planning, development, and 
maintenance of AI-oriented projects, covering both 
infrastructure and coding aspects.

Accomplishments:
•Developed an AI image recognition tool that improved data 
labeling efficiency by 40% for our team.
•I modernized a legacy codebase, updating API logic, 
incorporating JWT authentication, and enhancing tests 
with modern frameworks, resulting in a 35% reduction in 
its financial operating costs.
•Actively engaged in the Culture Committee for a year, 
planning company events, team-building exercises, social 
gatherings, and coordinating charity fundraisers.
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noahrijkaard@gmail.com

OriginalByteMe

https://github.com/OriginalByteMe/AI_Image_cutout_maker
https://getdwa.com/products/abilities-and-features
https://www.figma.com/file/7BWqXyJkxk2gmzb7tac5R0/DWA?type=design&node-id=135%3A1031&mode=design&t=j2tBna44FOObUlLj-1
https://www.supa.so/
tel:+60 13-781 1032
https://www.linkedin.com/in/noah-rijkaard-62837a149/
mailto:noahrijkaard@gmail.com
https://github.com/OriginalByteMe


Education

University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus
Software Engineering Bsc Hons
09/2019 – 06/2022

Languages

English

Dutch (Netherlands)

https://www.nottingham.edu.my/index.aspx

